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Laduke addresses campus
Speaks on indigenous cultures
by Melissa Llp'owskl
News staff writer

All Red Nations, recent recipient of the Reebok Human
Rights Award and a leading acLiving in a nation that idea- tivist on Native American
lizes the concept of multicul- women's issues was asked to
turalism sometimes has the speak at the University by
power to make many Ameri- Women for Women.
In accordance with the theme
cans believe that they are culturally diverse.
of Women's History Month,
However, how many Ameri- "creating cross cultural concans can name at least IS nections among women," Ladifferent types of native peo- duke focused her presentation
ple?
on the status of Native American women and the changing
roles of women in indigenous
IndustianSociety
Teaches Individuals societies.
By comparing Native American values and traditions with
those generated from within
</ Man is superior td nature
because humans have control over what she calls, "the industrial
society," Laduke demonstrated
natural resources.
how one society has destroyed
</ To believe that the primitive
another through homoginization.
people in society are people of
"In American society, most
color while civilized people arc
people do not think of Native
\host of European decent.
American Indians once a
«r To think linearly through the
week," Laduke said. "And if
education of time and progress.
they do, they think of the image
that has been created on the
television screen."
According to Laduke, this
This is the question that Win- image has led to the triviona Laduke addressed to her alization of Native Americans
audience on Monday night as in society.
she began the celebration of
Each of the 5,000 indigenous
Women's History Month with cultures that exist in the world
her presentation entitled "Na- has its own culture. Some of
them have kept with the same
tive American Women."
Laduke, who is the President traditions since the time of
of the Indigenous Women's memorium, she said.
Through the assimilation of
Network, founder of Women of

the American value system and
social structures, however,
some of these traditions have
become extinct, she said.
In the industrial society, Individuals are instilled with the
belief that man is a superior
entity to nature and that nature
exists to serve man, she said.
Native Americans believe,
however, that the law of nature
is the highest law, she said.
"This country would do well
to fashion itself to the laws of
nature," she said. "Because the
industrial society has based itself on the ideas of conquest,
we have seen it destroyed by
genocide."
With a strong belief in the
idea of progress, or linear
thinking, many Americans
have failed to see that the destruction of Native American
cultures has resulted in an unmentioned holocaust, she said.
"Since many Americans do
not recognize the presence of
Native Americans in society,
the philosophy of 'if there is no
victim, there is not crime' has a
strong influence over the ideas
of conquest," she said.
If mainstream American society were to adopt the values
of Native Americans, then the
success of this country could
be guaranteed, she said. If it
does not, then survival may not
be possible, she said.
"The only sustainable communities, in terms of beliefs,

Tie BC NCWI/ROII Weltner

President of the Indigenous Women's Network, Winona Laduke speaks to the students and faculty In
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom Monday Night. Laduke was sponsored by the University organization
Women for Women.
munities throughout American
history, there is evidence that
the communities of European
Americans have not been sta-

value systems and social
threads, have been those of the
Native Americans," she said.
"If you look at the other com-

ble at all."
"Our status is more secure in
our own cultures, where we are
who we are.

Faculty Senate discusses
changing voting process

Theatre props
now recyclable

by Katie Simmons
News staff writer

by Cynthia Kent
News staff writer

The Faculty Senate will discuss
revision of the tenure voting process today in one of its final sessions of the semester.
Elliott Blinn, a chemistry
professor, will introduce a resolution that would make the voting
private and not to be divulged.
As the voting process stands
right now, when a faculty member is to be considered for tenure, they must receive a twothirds vote to advance to the next
level. Then a college committee
decides whether the standards of

the individual college in relation assessed through previous reto tenure are consistent with the cords.
department.
"The individuals up for tenure
"The most vital issue of the are not on an even playing field
voting process takes place in the and that's the problem," Blinn
two-thirds vote in the individual said.
department," Blinn said. "The
By releasing the vote count,
question is if the person gets the faculty members would be
two-thirds vote, should everyone judged unfairly according to the
else know the vote count?"
margin of the vote rather than
The results of the vote are tak- the qualifications of the faculty
en to the dean of the college and member, Blinn said.
then to the vice president and fi"The way I see It is by divulgnally to the Board of Trustees.
ing this information it is a way
Blinn said he believes the fac- for the deans and the college
ulty member who is up for tenure committees to avoid doing work
should be properly evaluated and by counting votes instead of look-

ing at records, the way it should
be done."
The senate will also focus on
the Senate and University Standing Committee nominations for
the upcoming year, according to
Dorothy Behling, Faculty Senate
vice chairwoman. These committees are responsible for the
research and development of
studies throughout the University during the year.
At the close of the meeting,
Milton Hakel, eminent scholar of
psychology, will be answering
faculty questions in relation to
the faculty workload policy.

Father of Scott Man drops lawsuit
Hamilton dies
by John Nolan
The Associated Press Writer

by Jonathan S. Broadloot
News staff writer

The father of Olympic gold
medal figure skater and Bowling Green native Scott Hamilton passed away from an apparent heart attack Friday
night
Ernest Hamilton, 65, a
professor emeritus of biological sciences at the University
for 30 years, died in Lake Placid, Fla. He had moved to Florida five years ago.
Scott Hamilton learned of
his father's death while cover-

ing the Winter Olympics figure skating competition for
CBS in Lillehammer, Norway.
He wa actively involved in
the annual "International
Stars on Ice" program, which
was put together with Scott to
raise money for cancer
research in memory of Dorothy Hamilton, who died in
1977.
"He's been quite ill since
October," said Ernest Hamilton's daughter, Susan Lundquist. "It's Just been a steady
decline."

INSIDE

Cook filed a $10 million lawsuit
Nov. 12 in Cincinnati claiming
that Bemardin and the Rev. Ellis
Harsham of Beavercreek sexually abused him between 1975 and
1977 when he was a high school
student attending a program at a
Cincinnati seminary.
At a news conference Monday,
Cook said he had obtained information since filing the lawsuit
that convinced him his memories
were unreliable and that he could
not "proceed in good conscience." He would not say what
that information was.

CINCINNATI - A man who accused Roman Catholic Cardinal
Joseph Bcmardin of sexually
abusing him In the 1970s dropped
his lawsuit against the prelate
Monday, saying his memory was
unreliable.
Steven Cook, 34, of Philadelphia, asked U.S. District Judge S.
Arthur Spiegel to drop Bemardin
as a defendant. He told the court
in a filing he was no longer sure
if memories that arose during
hypnosis "are true and accu"In fact, if I knew at the time I
rate."
Bemardin said Monday that he filed the lawsuit what I know
considered the case closed and now, I would never have sued
Cardinal Bemardin," Cook said.
said he would pray for Cook.

Panhellenic Council is
sponsoring a trip to the
Toledo Museum.
w Page 4.

Ohio military units are
being cut as part of a post
cold war agreement.
•-PageS.

Recycling is becoming the new "trick of the trade" in the theatrical environment now that set designers have discovered that
cardboard props and scenery are aesthetically workable, environmentally correct and cost effective.
Briant Hamor Lee, associate professor of I
theatre at the University, recently published [
"Corrugated Cardboard Scenery," a publication intended for those involved in design- I
ing educational and community productions.
The text also offers many ideas for stretch-1
ing theatre production budgets by using card- |
board instead of lumber.
The cardboard is economical as well as environmentally correct, Lee said.
Briant Lee
"The corrugated cardboard is cost effective," Lee said. "[The cardboard] can be reused again and
again."
The corrugated cardboard was used in the recent production
of "The Wlz," the first major musical on campus to use the corrugated cardboard, according to Lee.
"It takes less labor to make a full-scale model and it's easier to
cut with no splinters," Lee said.
The material is also sturdy and can stand on its own, according
to Brad Clark, assistant theatre professor who designed the set.
Lee's edition offers step-by-step illustrated instructions to
prepare, construct, paint and finish corrugated cardboard while
demonstrating the material's versatility.
"[The cardboard] can be painted, covered in foil or covered in
cloth," Lee said. "It is definitely more versatile."
In addition, Lee said the cardboard is biodegradable and recyclable.
"The photographic illustrations and information tell you not
only where to buy corrugated cardboard but where to find it,"
Lee said. "A good source of material is large, second-hand
boxes."
Lee is also the author of "Theatre Primer: A Manual for Success in Early College or University Theatre Courses."

Mary Ellen Ckminger, associate athletic director at
BG, Is leaving the department for a similar position
at Utah State.
»Page7.

Today...considerable
cloudiness with a high near
26.

'
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Acquittal gives
wrong message
A year has passed since FBI agents opened fire on
the Mount Carmel compound where David
Koresh and his branch Davidians had holed up and
declared war on the federal government. Prior to the
FBI's actions, the Davidians had killed four agents of
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms during
a weapons raid. The government went out of its way
for a long time to get the Davidians to leave the compound and face the consequences. When federal
agents finally opened fire, the Davidians were expecting it. They dug their own graves, so to speak.
Recently, a jury acquitted four of 11 Davidians of
all charges, giving in to the defense's claims of selfdefense. Five were convicted of lesser charges of involuntary manslaughter and two were convicted on
weapons charges.
Sure, self-defense is a right guaranteed by the constitution. No one is denying that. But what extremes
should we go to in defining self-defense?
If somebody's house is broken into and that person's property or life is threatened, self-defense is a
justifiable excuse. If one is attacked and needs to
protect oneself from imminent harm, self-defense is
a justifiable excuse.
"We can respect law enforcement, but we don't
have to deify it," said defense lawyer Terry Kirk.
"Thank God in this country we still have the right of
self-defense, even if it is the federal government."
If authorities were to raid the home of any suspected weapons trafficker and found the contraband
they were looking for, that weapons dealer would
have no choice but to surrender and face the consequences. Such is the case with the Davidians. The
ATF's probable cause was a just one, and for the Davidians to claim the murder of the four agents was
"self-defense," is ludicrous. There is a difference between defying law enforcement and justifying the
actions of the Davidians as self-defense. The acquittal of the Davidians sends a message to the world
that not only can you kill law enforcement agents and
get off the hook, but you can kill federal agents and
get off the hook.
We can only hope this acquittal will not result in
lower standards the next time law enforcement officials are killed in the line of duty.
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Kemp, Clinton revive GOP
"Bill Clinton has done more in
the first year of his presidency to
re-invigorate the Republican
Party than I will do the whole
time I am chairman."
These words, spoken by Republican National Committee
Chairman Haley Barbour, are a
good illustration of what has
happened to the Republican
Party since the 1992 presidential
elections.
In 1992, as you will all remember, George Bush was
defeated for re-election to the
presidency of the United States.
In his place, Americans elected a
little-known chief executive of a
small southern state, Arkansas
Governor Bill Clinton.
Now, many people have offered many opinions as to why
President Bush was defeated.
These opinions have ranged from
the media being out to get President Bush to the argument that
he ran a lousy campaign, and
everything in between.
Another argument that seems
to have prevailed among Republicans, at least in part, is that we
lost our focus as a party.
We seemed to have forgotten
that the Republican Party is a
big, diverse, open Party based on
a set of ideals and beliefs.
It is a Party of principles.
While 1992 was a disappointing
year, it certainly did wake us up.
On the other hand, now we have
regained our focus and 1993 was
a great year for Republicans.
We won all of the major elections across the nation, including
United States Senate seats in
Texas and Georgia; Governorships in New Jersey and Virginia,
and the mayor's office in the nation's two largest cities, Los Angeles and New York.
We also won numerous special
elections for state legislative
seats, as well as the mayor's office in Jersey City, New Jersey,
where 6 percent of voters are
registered Republicans.

James
Walters
Republican National Committee Chairman Haley Barbour has
done a great job of rallying the
Party, and has set us on a solid
course for renewal and success
in the future.

•

Another man 'hat clearly has
his eyes on the future of the
country and the Republican
Party is Jack Kemp.
Jack Kemp is one of the most
dynamic, invigorating, and inspiring members of the Republican Party today.
Mr. Kemp is a former quarterback for the Buffalo Bills, where
he helped to found the League's
players' organization.
After his career in football,
Kemp was elected to the United
States Congress from New York,
where he served nine distinguished terms.
Among his many accomplishments in the Congress is the
architecture, writing, and sponsorship of President Ronald Reagan's ecomonic plan, which led
this country to the longest period
of peace-time economic growth
in our nation's history.
In 1988, President Bush nominated Mr. Kemp to be Secretary
of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, a post
he served in for four years.

After President Bush's defeat,
Mr. Kemp joined together with
Bill Bennett, Jeane Kirkpatrick,
and Vin Weber to form Empower
America, a conservative advocacy group.
The conventional wisdom is
that Mr. Kemp is leaning toward
a run for the White House in
1996. In fact, as nationally syndicated columnist Cal Thomas
noted in a piece last summer.
Jack Kemp believes Bill Clinton

From this belief Is Mr. Kemp's
assertion that Republicans will
not be able to return to power on
the single focus of social issues.
"[Bill Clinton] wants government to be the mother, father,
banker, Investor, and credit allocator. This is the most massive
expansion of government in the
life of the average individual in
at least SO years, perhaps in this
century."

It appears what Mr. Kemp has done is to
move toward an effective way of expressing
the Republican Party's core beliefs and
values in order to return the Party to power
and the nation to prosperity.

will provide tremendous opportunity for Republican gains in the
United States House of Representatives and the United States
Senate in 1994, and ultimately the
White House in 1996.
I believe Jack Kemp not only
has a game plan for winning back
the White House and electing
majorities to both houses of Congress, but for setting this country
back on the course towards cultural renewal and ecomonic
growth.
Some have criticized Mr.
Kemp for emphasizing economics too much and downplaying
some of the more divisive social
issues of the day.
In fact, Mr. Kemp sees many
issues as "social issues."
"Education is a social issue,"
said Mr. Kemp. "So [are] poverty, drugs, crime, teen pregnancy - these bother a lot of liberals as well as conservatives
and Republicans."
Mr. Kemp believes the way he
speaks about these subjects is
almost as important as the positions he takes.

Mr. Kemp believes it is imperative to connect economic and
moral issues.
He says the debate within the
Republican Party on whether to
concentrate on social or economic issues presents a false choice.
Democratic capitalism can
succeed, Mr. Kemp proclaims,
"only on a foundation of strong
moral principles."
It appears what Mr. Kemp has
done is to move toward an effective way of expressing the Republican Party's core beliefs and
values in order to return the
Party to power and the nation to
prosperity.
If Mr. Kemp can accomplish
his goal, he may be able to reconstruct the Reagan coalition of
voters and build on a successful
1993 by winning congressional
seats in 1994 and the White
House in 1996.
James Walters is a weekly columnist for The BGNews.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Coehrs is way
out of line
The BG News
I have read The News regularly since arriving here last semester. There have been many times
that I wanted to write. David
Coehrs' article, "A desire to live
as equals" has finally motivated
me. I will make an assumption
that he also believes that similar
organizations such as the Korean
American Coalition and the various B'nal B'riths should be disbanded
I am not surprised by Coehrs'
statements, as he is a product of
a parochial environment and Its
worldview. There are no negative feelings toward him; only
sadness that he cannot move
beyond his perceptions. The organizations he mentioned are not
what contribute to the continued

continuation of white supremacy.
separation of Af rikan and
It is here to stay until everyone
European descended people.
These organizations do not exact- begins taking responsibility for
their thoughts and actions. You
ly mirror mainstream ventures
will find the middle ground to
because they do not disregard
Af rikan people. The mainstream meet us when you and others
perceive the truth of America as
groups may be more accessible
than in the past but they continue it Is happening and respect us.
We do not have a separate
to be less than equitable.
agenda. We want to live peacefulCoehrs is correct when he
ly with all In mutual respect. You
wrote that these organizations
do not have to love us but we dewere established for the exclumand respect.
sive interests of Af rikan people
By the way, David never really
during openly segregationist
times. Those times have not gone answered his question as to why
don't whites assimilate themanywhere, David Take a look at
selves? It Is my opinion that
genuine statistics. Af rikan peowhites, as a whole, do not respect
ple In America are suffering In
Af rikan people or their culture.
most areas at the worst levels.
AdisaMinkah
Everyone suffers but why are
EDSE-Graduate Student
Afrikans suffering disproportionately more than everyone
The BG New*
else? The answer Is not laziness,
I did not attend the political
supposed Black-on-Black crime,
or any of the other symptoms the correctness forum sponsored by
USG last Thursday. I am only
larger society points out. It is the
l

commenting on the information I
received from the front page article Friday.
what I really want to know Is
why USG would hold a forum on
political correctness and not Include any women or people of
more color on the panel? Instead,
all five people were Caucasian,
male students or professors. This
seems to me like very poor planning and/or forethought.
Since these are the two largest
groups of people affected by
negative stereotypical images
and connotations that pervade
our language, there should have
been some sort of representation
for both groups. Please try harder the next time, USG, to include
a diversity of angles when discussing such a controversial issue.
Polly C. Peterson
Senior
Liberal Studies
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SAID IT
"Well, I have already been to McDonald's today. The next stop is Disney
World.
-Lorena Bobbin, after being released from a mental hospital

ACROSS THE NATION

•..

Gang truce broken

FORT WORTH, Texas - Three
days Into a gang truce aimed at
reducing street violence, three
people were gunned down and
another was wounded In an ambush that police say may have
been gang-related.
Four men carrying semiautomatic weapons got out of a car
Sunday afternoon, walked over to
the four victims and started
shooting, police Lt. Pat Knebllck
said.
A 16-year-old professed gang
member was arrested several
hours later; the shooting apparently stemmed from a dispute but
details were unclear, she said
Monday.
Officials sought to limit any
connection between the truce and
the timing of Sunday's shooting.
"I don't think this Incident has
anything to do with it whatsoever," Police Chief Thomas
Windham said.
The truce was announced
Thursday by leaders of six of the
city's gangs, which have an estimated 3,900 members.
Sixteen people died in gangrelated incidents In Fort Worth
last year, and 173 drive-by shootings were reported.

Children
found
a
Gregg Hawkins, 7, of Bakersfleld, Calif., files through the air during a karate demonstration at the Fresno Chinese Consolidated
Benevolent Association Chinese New Year celebration In Fresno

APPkaunVFrtnol
Calif., Sunday. The event rings In the year 4692, the year of the
dog.

PITTSBURGH - An Ohio
man who fled to Pittsburgh with
his four children after allegedly
shooting his wife to death was arrested Friday at the home of a
family friend.

COLUMBUS - About 200 unsolved pharmacy robberies could
be tied to one group that police
believe has stolen more than
$100,000 worth of drugs.
"They've all happened over the
same period ... and they are all
over the state," said Muskingum
County Sheriffs Detective Bryan
Hoover. "The state pharmacy
board has them all documented."
About 25 break-ins or attempted break-ins occurred between
last June and Jan. 7 in Adams,
Fairfield, Franklin, Greene, Hamilton, Lucas, Montgomery,
Muskingum, Perry and Ross
counties, investigators said.
Others have been reported in
Crawford, Licking, Noble and
Pickaway counties since May.
Investigators said thieves
sometimes trip an alarm, then cut
its wires. Store personnel find no
one In the store and leave, then
the thieves return.
Often diversions have been
used, pharmacists said. An alarm
is set off in another business, ty-

ing up police and leaving the
pharmacy vulnerable.
Police have made no arrests in
the break-ins.
"A boatload of us have been
hit," said Kevin Blacker of
Blacker's Pharmacy near
Crooksville in Perry County.
"And all of them have been the
same. They pry open the front
door and come right in. Sometimes they cut the phone lines,
too, and knock out the alarm."
Narcotics and painkillers seem
to be the targets, said Blacker,
whose store was burglarized in
October and December.
Tylenol with codeine, Dilaudid,
Vicodin and morphine were stolen most often. All are addictive
painkillers. Zantac, for ulcers,
and Valium, for anxiety, also
have been stolen.
Pharmacists believed the drugs
were being sold illegally. A 4-milligram tablet of Dilaudid can be
sold on the street for $60. Pharmacies pay about that much for
100 tablets.
The State Board of Pharmacy
has coordinated the investigation

and formed a task force with
local law-enforcement agencies.
Blake Pharmacy, right across
the street from the Peebles police
station, was hit.
"They didn't take nearly as
much as they could," said Bob
Applegate, store manager. "I
never understood that completely. They just took what was on
one shelf and left. They even left
the money in the cash register."

Decade passed before
help sought
CINCINNATI - A 12-year-old
girl who turned herself in for the
death a decade ago of a 13-monthold cousin has been charged with
murder so she can get help,
police said Sunday.
"This was just a mechanism to
get her into the system," police
Sgt. Bob Disbennett said Sunday.
"We don't anticipate her going to
jail."
The girl, whose name was not
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The Cincinnati homicide unit
and the Hamilton County coroner
had determined that the boy accidentally drowned in a bucket of
bleach and water on July 22,1984
while playing with his cousin.
Complied from staff and wire
reports.

"Now may the Lord of Peace Himself
continually grant you peace In every
circumstance." (2 Thessalonians 3:16)
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"They're not here to crucify a
12-year-old who committed a
crime when she was 3," he said.

Suggested prayer: Lord Jesus, please come
into my heart, forgive my sins, and give me true
peace. I submit to Your rule in my life. Please
glorify Yourself in me. Amen.
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"Come to Me, all who are weary and heavyladen, and I will give you rest.
Take My yoke upon you, and learn from Me,
for I am gentle and humble In heart; and you
shall find rest for your souls.
For My yoke is easy, and My load is light."
- JESUS CHRIST (Matthew 11:28-30)
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released, was 3 years old at the
time of Lamar Howell's death.
The girl admitted to the crime on
Friday and turned herself in on
Saturday.
Police believe they know the
motive, but would not discuss it,
Disbennett said. He also would
not say why the girl decided to go
to police.
A hearing was scheduled in
Hamilton County Juvenile Court
on Monday.
The court could dismiss the
case, require counseling, commit
her or take other actions, he said.
But it is not likely the girl would
go to prison, Disbennett said.

.^

REAL STRESS RELIEF!

DuraSoff Colors
$

Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
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ACROSS THE STATE
Stolen drugs traced

The oldest child, a 10-year-old
boy he fathered in a previous relationship, was kidnapped from
the mother at gunpoint nine years
ago, police said.
City police arrested Eric Jones,
46, of Youngstown, as he was
leaving a house in the city's East
Liberty neighborhood with his
children. He was unarmed.
The house belongs to friends of
Jones' mother. The friends didn't
know why he was there, but Jones
told his mother in Wilklnsburg
over the telephone and she persuaded him to give himself up,
police said.
He faces an extradition hearing
sometime next week.
The 10-year-old was to be reunited Friday night with his
mother, Drusilla Walden of Plum,
who told authorities she had not
known bis whereabouts since he
was 18 months old.
"There are various allegations
about bis use of violence against
this woman and the woman that
he's accused of murdering last
night," police spokesman Lew
Borman said.
The other three children, a
2-year-old and 1-year-old twins,
would stay with Jones' mother,
police said.
Police served Jones with an
Ohio arrest warrant charging
him with aggravated murder, according to Detective Phares Hutton. Jones also was charged with
being a fugitive.
His estranged wife, Nelia E.
Jones-Reed, 30, was shot in the
head at her home Thursday.

Provided as a public service by:
the Bowling Green Evangelistic Association
comments may be sent c/o 105 Haskins Road
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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per customer. Not valid * ith other offers. Good through 4/30/94.
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kinko's
Your branch office

LL.

Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.
115 Railroad St. • 354-3977 • (Behind Myles Pizza)
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City stores road salt,
prepares for more ice

Shaping the future

by Richard Leva
News staff writer

Snow or no snow. Bowling
Green is ready.
The city is equipped with a
400-ton reserve of road salt to
take on the winter weather, according to Public Works Director
Bill Blair.
This is a
sharp contrast
from many
other American cities,
which are facing a road salt
shortage, according to a recent ABC News
report.
According to
the ABC report, the high demand
of road salt in the past weeks, has
raised salt prices in some areas
from $25 per ton to over $80 per
ton. Paul Theibaut, public works
superintendent, said expensive
shipping also affected the prices.
In spite of its current salt
abundance, Bowling Green was

Sophomore art education major Kathleen Austin carefully creates a mug out of a pound of clay
on a potter's wheel in the Fine Arts Building on Monday.

Students decide to run
as write-in candidates
Two students have confirmed
they will be running for Undergraduate Student Government
senate seats as write-in candidates in the March 8-9 election.
Kristin Cox and Stacy Sprung
will join nine other candidates
who are competing for 12 atlarge senate seats.
Cox and Sprung said they were
both persuaded to run by Joan
Holmes, USG's National, State

and community affairs coordinator. Holmes is also a member
of Sigma Kappa sorority along
with Cox and Sprung.
"Basically I just stood up at
[Sigma Kappa] chapter and said
USG needed more candidates for
the at-large senate positions,"
Holmes said. "After the meeting
they both approached me about
running. I know both of them
well and I think they'll do a great
job if elected."
Cox said it was largely Holmes'
persuasion that encouraged her

to run.
"I know USG is something Joan
enjoys and spends a lot of time
on," Cox said. "I can't say I know
that much about USG right now.
At the moment I'm trying to
learn what the issues are and how
I can do a good job if elected."
Sprung said she decided to run
because she wants to become a
better leader.
"The idea of being in a position
to help people appeals to me,"
Sprung said.
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Go directly to jail!
Do not pass go!
Do not collect $200
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Send your friends to jail! All proceeds help
>
prevent child abuse
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The University Panhellenic Council is sponsoring a group tour to The Toledo Museum of
Art's "The Age of Reubens' exhibit on April 9 for
a reduced fee.
The exhibit features more than 125 paintings
by the Flemish artist Peter Paul Ruebens
(1577-1640) and 50 of his collaborators and colleagues. It will only be shown in Toledo and Boston.
"We are lucky to have the exhibit so close to
us," said JoAnne Arnholt, associate director of
Greek Life and Residential Services. "If you are
interested in art, this is a low cost opportunity to
educate yourself."
Panhel's group tour, open to all University
students, costs $5.50 per person. Individual admission for students is $5.95 with a valid ID.
Regular admission for adults 18 to 64 is $17.95.
Described by the The Boston Globe as "ravishing," "dazzling," and "a visual feast," The Age

of Ruebens focuses on the accomplishments of
painters in Flanders (modern-day Belgium) during the blossoming of Northern European art in
the 1600s.
The exhibit features more than 30 major
paintings by Reubens, who is known as the most
original and productive artist of the period, according to The Toledo Museum of Art.
Also exhibited are other prominent artists like
Anthony van Dyck and Jacob Jordaens, as well
as collaborators Jan Brueghel the Elder and
Frans Snyders. The exhibition includes paintings from virtually all of the world's greatest
public and private collections.
"[It's] a huge exhibition, and something
everyone should get a chance to see," Arnholt
said.
The National Gallery in London, the Hermitage In St. Petersburg, the Prado in Madrid, and
museums in Antwerp, Brussels, Berlin, Vienna,
as well as those in Washington, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Toledo, Chicago and Los Angeles contributed to the exhibit.

PRE - TAN FOR SPRING BREAK!!

IS COMING!!

OUT!

by Courtney Gangeml
News staff writer

HEALTH SPA * TANNING CENTER
8th & High St.
352-9378
HOURS:
Mon. - Fri. 9a.m. - 9p.m.
Sal. 11a.m. - 9p.m.
Sun. 1 - 9p.m.
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Theibaut said every snowstorm is different and road salt
effectiveness depends on such
variables as snow humidity, road
traffic and temperature. For instance, the colder the temperature is, the less effective the road
salt will be In melting the snow.
"We were getting awfully low
"When [salt companies] take
and we put in an order for deliv- the means of a ship to get it to us
ery and they told us it would be from Cleveland over here to the
anywhere from 10 days to two Toledo docks, ships don't run in
weeks," Blair said. "And about the winter time," Theibaut said.
two days later, the trucks started "The alternative Is rail and that's
rolling in."
an expensive way of freight
The truck drivers making the which is why they're talking
salt shipment to the city had an about such an elevated rate of Inincentive to make the quick de- crease...We are paying $31.90 a
livery, Theibaut said.
ton."

CHERRYWOOD
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"We found out here a couple
years ago that the drivers Who
bring the salt down get paid as
much bringing it to Bowling
Green as they were bringing it to
Cincinnati," Theibaut said.
"They keep telling us we won't
get an immediate response but
those drivers might want to be
home for that night or make
some quick money and it's really
nelped us out tremendously."

Council sponsors group
tour to Toledo Museum

The BG Nc .1* rifle n Lta Swell

by Lawrence Hannan
News staff writer

only one snowstorm away from
being in a critical road salt shortage last month, Blair said.
A shipment of around 350 tons
was ordered last month when the
city was down to only 50 tons of
road salt. Bowling Green now has
around 400 tons of road salt in
reserve. "We probably had
enough salt on hand for about one
more storm and then we would
have been in a critical situation
but [the salt] got here before
that," Blair said.
Bowling Green gets its salt
from the Toledo-based International Salt Company. Blair said
the salt company brought in the
road salt much earlier than expected.
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COUPON —
One Free
Tanning Session
■ha
On* FREE
visit to Hunh Spa

-i

with Coupon
Limn 1 por Cuilomit
OFFER EXPIRES a>4/94 J

NEW BULBS

50% OFF ANY SANDWICH

SPECIAL/ 10 VISITS
$20.00 with coupon

PRESENT THIS COUPON

■ WITH THE PURCHASE OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE SANDWICH!
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

522 E. Woosler 354-0011

EXP. 5/31/94

FALCON BASKETBALL REGULAR-SEASON FINALE SATURDAY NIGHTVS. TOLEDO
DON T MISS THE FREDDIE AND FRIEDA "BEHEADINGS!" PICK UP YOUR TICKET NOW AT MEMORIAL HALL!
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HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. W00STER Model open

Lorge two bedroom furnished apartments
available with:
-Walk In closets
-Built In bookcases
■Next to campus

-Laundry facilities
located in building
-Membership offered
for the health spa

Efficiencies, one bedroom and
other two bedrooms available
(office in Cherrymood Heolthspa)

Preferred Properties
352-9378

8th and High Sts.
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Spring Break
Special Tabloid
Get students geared up
for their trips!
Advertise in
The BG NEWS
Publicaton date-March 9,1994

jS^
CfuUo gallory

Exclusively for secretaries & administrative
assistants!
Grand Prize drawing for 2 roundtrip tickets
on Delta Jet Service every 6 months!
Every time you make a reservation you are
entered to win!

/■■>

Call First Class Travel Design for an application.

Deadline date-March 1,1994
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102 N. Main

354-2991
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Ohio treasurer-designate Military units
will explore tax proposal to be reduced
by James Hannah
The Associated Press

by John Chairant
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - State Treasurerdesignate J. Kenneth Blackwell
said Monday a proposal to invest
tax money in the stock of companies that
provide jobs in
Ohio was worth
exploring.
Blackwell, a
Cincinnati Republican, embraced the idea
in an interview
as he prepared
to take office
Tuesday.
"We're not suggesting that we
consider speculative Investments. I'm not going to be
talking with our state's leadership about pork belly futures,"
Blackwell said.

But he said it may be possible
to invest in growing companies to
make money for the state while
helping businesses produce jobs
for Ohioans.
"What I committed to do is a
thorough review of this possibility. If it makes sense, and if
the constitutional hurdles can be
overcome, we would seek legislation to permit it," Blackwell said.
The Ohio Constitution now
prohibits state investment in
stocks.
A law that took effect last October permits limited state investments in top-quality bonds of
any foreign country with U.S.
diplomatic recognition. Investments in U.S. corporate
bonds also are permitted.
Gov. George Voinovich appointed Blackwell to succeed
Democratic Treasurer Mary El-

len Withrow who will become
U.S. Treasurer on Tuesday.
Blackwell is unopposed in the
May 3 primary for the Republican nomination to run for treasurer.
John Damschroder, Blackwell's only GOP opponent,
dropped out of the primary last
week and will return to his state
development department job.
The idea of investing state tax
money in stocks came from
Damschroder, who will continue
to pursue the plan in his state
post.
He recommended a constitutional amendment that would authorize the treasurer to invest up
to $100 million in a new mutual
fund made up of companies
whose stock is publicly traded
and subject to Securities and
Exchange Commission regula-

tion.
Eligible companies would have
to employ at least 100 Ohioans,
but would need not be based in
the state.
The infusion of state cash
would keep investment fees low
for employers and individuals
who also could invest in the fund

DAYTON - The Pentagon announced plans Monday to eliminate or reduce more than two dozen military reserve and
National Guard units in Ohio, Including a reserve jet fighter unit
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
The Defense Department said the moves will result in Ohio
losing 3,198 Guard and Reserve positions, leaving the state with
34,319 Guard and Reserve troops.
Among the units deactivated will be Wright-Patterson's 906th
Fighter Group, which employs 1,350 people. The unit is assigned
21 F-16 fighter planes and has an annual budget of $26 million.
Under the plan, the 906th will be combined with the 907th, a
Wright-Patterson reserve unit that flies C-141 cargo planes. The
move is to occur in late 1994.
The consolidation will result in the loss of 514 positions in the
906th, but will double the number of cargo planes in the 907th
from eight to 16.
The cuts, which affected units across the nation, were made as
part of a post-Cold War plan to reduce and reshape reserve
forces, the Pentagon said. The plan was announced Dec. 10.
Other Ohio units affected by the cuts were Air Guard units in
Springfield and Toledo and an Air Reserve unit at Youngstown
Municipal Airport; Army Guard units in Kettering, Lima, Cincinnati, and Willoughby; Army Reserve units in Akron, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Kings Mills, Sharonville and Toledo
and Navy Reserve augmentation units in Columbus, Dayton,
Portsmouth and Youngstown.
Maj. Jim Boling, spokesman for the Ohio National Guard, said
he expects the number of Ohio Army Guard positions by the end
of 1994 to be 11,616, down from 16,000 in 1990.
"Ohio is being hit very hard," he said.
The 906th is one of two Air Force Reserve groups at WrightPatterson and the only fighter plane unit assigned to the base. It
reportedly was vulnerable to defense cuts because its F-16s are
older than F-16s some other units have.

Money the state made would go
into the general revenue fund
from which daily operations are
paid, and would help finance
road, water, sewer and similar
projects needed for economic
development.
Blackwell will be the first
black to hold a statewide nonjudicial elected post. He was vice
chairman of the $800 million Cincinnati Employees Retirement
System Fund during his tenure
on the Cincinnati City Council.

Police continue Hearing set for
gun collection youth charged
with homicide

by Mitch Weiss

The Associated Press

TOLEDO ~ Police will continue collecting weapons from residents until the city's guns-for-food program runs out of money, a
police spokesman said Monday.
The program was supposed to end Monday but was extended
because the city still has about $4,000 in a special fund, Sgt. Art
Marx said.
By Monday, the city collected 543 weapons. The program
started Jan. 31.
Cincinnati-based Kroger Co. contributed $10,000 to the "Food
For Safer Streets" program. The city added another $10,000.
But the program began to run out of money less than a week
after it began. Kroger then kicked in an additional $5,000, while
two businesses contributed more than $7,000.
People are receiving $50 in food coupons for each revolver,
$75 for each semiautomatic weapon and $100 for each assault
weapon. The weapons are being collected at local community
centers and police headquarters.
The coupons, redeemable at any Kroger store, may not be
used to buy alcohol and cigarettes.
Collection has slowed down recently, Marx said.
"I think there was a significant response initially. But as time
progressed, it seems as though support for the program kind of
diminished a bit,"Marx said. "We didn't see the number of guns
coming in."
Most of the weapons turned in were handguns, he said.
Communities around the nation are trying to find ways to get
weapons off the streets.

LENTEN WORSHIP SERVICES
Wednesdays at 9:00 p.m.

ing intent to commit a crime
under the age of 7," he said.
The girl's hearing was postCINCINNATI - A 12-year-old poned to give authorities a
girl charged with killing her tod- chance to evaluate her mental
dler cousin 10 years ago probably and physical health, Martin said.
Lawyers for the prosecution
never will be convicted, a prosecutor said Monday.
and the defense declined a reA Hamilton County Juvenile porter's request to interview the
Court referee on Monday girl.
ordered a psychological evaluaShe is charged with juvenile
tion of the girl at the request of delinquency by reason of murder
the defense and the prosecution. in the July 22, 1984 death of her
The girl had been 3 years old 13-month-old cousin, Lamar
when her cousin died, police said. Howell. Investigators said the
Referee Allen Miller said the toddler had drowned in a bucket
girl, whom authorities declined of bleach and water.
to identify, was released Sunday
The boy's death had been ruled
into a guardian's custody. Miller an accident.
scheduled her to appear at a
The girl was living with her
hearing March 10 before Judge grandmother at the time the
Sylvia Hendon.
cousin died, police Lt. Greg
Steve Martin, a spokesman for Snider said Monday. The girl's
Prosecutor Joseph Deters, said a mother already was dead of a
conviction was unlikely in the homicide by then and the
case. "It's extremely rare that whereabouts of the girl's father
anyone is held capable of form- were not known. Snider said.

l^nQnk
Refreshments
and
fellowship
at 9:30 p.m.

Attention all UAA members!
The next UAA General
Meeting will be held on
Tyosday March 1, 1994
106 BA 9:00
Come and find out how
you can be involved in:
Master Teacher selection!
Community Service activiters!
And tons more!!

Any questions??
Call 372-6849!!
See you there!!

"It's risky to make drastic cuts in fighter planes and personnel," said Hobson. "You lose a lot of experienced, highly trained
men and women. In the event that our nation is threatened, it is
especially difficult and expensive to raise the level of proficiency to its former level."

♦
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C IIAICI ISIOU \ APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR
•NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
641 Third St. Apt 4, B.G.

Resident Manager 352-4380

rjflE ALL iVEir

1124E. WoosterSt.

Memt Ye! Meat Ye!

All members of the 906th are civilians who have completed
military training designed to enable them to perform the same
functions as their active-duty counterparts.
Rep. David Hobson, R-Ohio, said deactivation of the 906th was
disappointing.

STOP WHAT YOU'RE DOING
WE ARE BACK & WE ARE BETTER ♦

UNIVERSITY LUTERAN CHAPEL

Right acro86
from Rodgers!
Everyone
Welcome!

The other Reserve group at Wright-Patterson is the 907th,
which transferred from Rickenbacker Air National Guard Base
near Columbus last April. About 1,000 reservists are in the
907th.

by John Nolan
The Associated Press
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BG's
BEST CALL-IN
SHOW

Call us->372-2826

TONIGHT
10pm

Ride FREE SHUTTLE
to the Woodland Mall
This Saturday, March 5th
FREE Shuttle Service every 20 minutes
* The Shuttle will be running at 12:00 noon in
back of the University Union and will run every
20 minutes. The last shuttle will leave
Woodland Mall at 9:30 p.m.

Bridal fair this weekend!

-*

woodland moll

THE WOODLAND MALL MERCHANTS AND THE SENTINEL-TRIBUNE

Presen t WtidtU "pa&t'W
Saturday & Sunday March 5 & 6
ALL ACTIVITIES FREE & OPEN TO THE Pl'BLIC

• Bridal Exhibits

Bridal Fashion Show
House ol Hdton

Mallwide!
• Resort & Trousseau Show
Sat.. March 5.2 PM.

Russell s Tuxedo s
Sun., March 6, 2 P.M.

Siirjuirtr- hns-c\

WE>ddingWI$E
Seminar
Sunday, March 6, 3:00 p.m.

fa.\

» A unique presentation o< "The BEST ot EVERYTHING" for I
the Wedding ot the- '90 s.
i WIN the -10 MOST WANTED WEDDING GIFTS- when
you play exciting games
I FREE gilts, brochure*
' GRAND PRIZE- Designer Wedding Gow
1234 N. MAIN ST.
(BTJS)
BOWLING ONSEN. OHIO
41S-354-4447
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Gun dealers enforce law
with background checks
by Howard Goldberg
The Associated Press
The federal Brady law took effect Monday, turning firearms
dealers in 32 states into a first
line of defense to keep felons
from buying handguns.
The mechanism varies around
the country. Some gun dealers
call a state agency toll-free, others have to pay, some will fax or
mail in forms.
Some states, such as Colorado
and South Carolina, are promising instant background checks.
The alternative is for gun shops
to wait five days for a background check by the chief law
enforcement official in the area
where the buyer lives.
"That's the big fly in the buttermilk," said Bill Carter Sr.,
owner of Carter's Country gun

stores in Houston. "Determining
the proper jurisdiction is a big
problem for us. If we do it wrong,
we violate the law."
"Once we make a sale to
someone from another county we
have to make calls and see who
we send the forms to," said
Brandy Johnson, owner of B&J
Outfitters in Montgomery, Ala
In Mississippi, a seller will
send paperwork by certified
mail; the five days start when it's
received.
"Is a felon going to come in and
identify himself with a driver's
license? He'd have to be stupid,"
said Denver Woodcock, manager
of Riley's Sport Shop and Shooting Range in Hooksett, N.H.
States that already have background checks report they have
stopped thousands of criminals

from getting guns.
The National Rifle Association
argues the law is unconstitutionally vague about who must enforce it. The NRA is backing a
lawsuit in U.S. District Court in
Tucson, Ariz., by Graham County
Sheriff Richard Mack.
Although law enforcement organizations were big backers of
the Brady requirements, Mack
says his deputies are balking at
enforcing something they consider unlawful.
"We don't want to leave the
public with a false sense of security," said Lt. Michael Futch,
head of the Louisiana police records division. "Some will slip
by."
"To be truthful, we don't know
what to do," said Bill Via, owner
of Beckley Pawn & Gun Shop in

West Virginia. "As a practical
matter, in this state, there's no
way to sell a handgun."
"If business was any better I
couldn't stand it," Don Hill at
Don's Weaponry in North Little
Rock, Ark., said last week.
Kentucky State Police are pondering asking legislators to
charge gun dealers a $20 or $25
fee for background checks. That
angers Rees Day of Antique and
Modern Firearms in Lexington,
who said, "They're making it
more and more difficult for the
law-abiding citizen to buy a gun."
Ohio is using phone companies
to help collect a $15 fee from gun
dealers for a background check.
The charge is incurred when
dealers call a 900 number.

Judge rules Lorena Bobbitt
can be released from hospital
byAnneGearan
The Associated Press

MAN ASS AS, Va ~ Lorena Bobbitt, the woman who sparked an
uneasy debate between the sexes by cutting off her husband's penis
for his alleged abuse, was released from a mental hospital Monday. A
judge ruled she was no longer a threat.
Mrs. Bobbitt was taken by a sheriff's deputy to McDonald's for
breakfast on her way to a hearing where Judge Herman A. Whisenant
Jr. freed her from Central State Hospital.
Asked about her immediate plans, she said: "Well, I have already
been to McDonald's today. The next stop is Disney World."
Mrs. Bobbitt was acquitted by reason of insanity Jan. 21 for mutilating her husband and was ordered to undergo psychiatric evaluation.
At a news conference after the 25-minute hearing, a beaming Mrs.
Bobbitt also made a plea for battered women to get help.
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USed. Night
Rusty Cogc alternative Music
Thurs. Night
Collage I.D. Night
- no cover with valid I.D.
FREE SECURE PARKING
DOWNTOWN/TOLEDO
209 N. SUPERIOR STREET
SUPERIOR AT JEFFERSON
PHONE: 243-5911

"I realize there are many abused women in this country, not only in
this country. I would like to, in some way help them, encourage them
to reach out for help. I would like them to call the closest hot line,"
she said.
Mrs. Bobbitt, 24, testified at her trial that years of beatings, rapes
and emotional abuse at the hands of her estranged husband, John, led
to temporary insanity. The couple is seeking a divorce.
Bobbitt, 26, was acquitted in November of sexually assaulting his
wife and has denied ever abusing her. His penis was surgically reattached but full functioning has not yet returned.
Whisenant agreed with a psychiatric report that Mrs. Bobbitt poses
no threat to herself or others, but ordered her to get psychiatric
treatment. She may not leave Virginia without court permission.
"I'm looking forward to my healing process," she said.
Commonwealth's Attorney Paul B. Ebert, who unsuccessfully prosecuted both Mrs. Bobbitt and her husband, told the judge Mrs. Bob
bitt's evaluation and history show she can act impulsively under extreme stress.
"There's a risk factor there and I think the court has got to address
it," he said. "I think the court, at least initially, ought to have complete control over her."
Mrs. Bobbitt will undergo private counseling by a state-approved
psychotherapist while under supervision by a community services
board.
Eventually, she could be released without conditions, but there Is
no timetable.
Mrs. Bobbitt said the ordeal made her "a stronger person" and may
help men understand how to treat women.
"Please, we are human beings. Learn from this," she said.
Asked how she would like men to think of her, Mrs. Bobbitt said,
"Men have to have more consideration and respect for women."
Mrs. Bobbin's friend and employer, Janna Bisutti, said she plans to
resume her $24,000-a-year job as a manicurist. Mrs. Bobbitt probably
will sell the rights to her story for a TV movie and a book, said her
agent, Alan Hauge.

Natural hormone
brings on sleep
by Paul Recter
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In research hinting at a new weapon against
insomnia and Jet lag, researchers find that pills of the natural
hormone melatonin will bring on slumber quickly without the
addictive effects of drugs.
Dr. Richard J. Wurtman, professor of neuroscience at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, said Monday that the
studies show that melatonin, which is secreted by the pineal
gland in the brain, functions naturally as a sleep-inducing hormone, even when given as pills in very small doses.
"Our volunteers fall asleep in five or six minutes on melatonin, while those on placebo take about 15 minutes or longer,"
Wurtman said.
A report on a study of melatonin is to be published Friday in
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Dr. Judith L. Vaitukaitis, director of the National Center for
Research Resources, said the MIT findings offer hope "for a
natural, nonaddictive agent that could improve sleep for millions of Americans."
"These results will help scientists pull back the curtains that
have obscured understanding of sleep," said Vaitukaitis.
In the MIT studies, 20 young men volunteers were given various doses of melatonin or placebos and then placed in a dark
room at midday and told to close their eyes for 30 minutes.
"In the stressful environment of having to sleep on demand, it
may take our volunteers 25 minutes to fall asleep on placebo and
five or six minutes to get to sleep on melatonin," said Wurtman.
Subjects on melatonin also tended to sleep about twice as long
as those on placebo, he said.
Wurtman said the study was "simply the first step" in proving
the use of melatonin for sleep, but he predicted a formal application for that use of the hormone within a year.
The researcher said melatonin may also be effective in treating jet lag, the effect caused when the body is taken across many
time zones and endures a daylight-darkness change that disrupts sleep patterns. Wurtman said that by taking melatonin at
appropriate sleep times, the body would naturally adapt to the
altered day-night cycles caused by the trip.
Though the research is encouraging, Wurtman cautioned that
the wrong doses of melatonin could cause mood-altering sideeffects.
Melatonin is sold in some health food stores, but the sale of the
hormone is not controlled and its purity and strength often are
uncertain, he said.
"People should not self-medicate with melatonin," said Wurtman, because there is some risk in taking the hormone without
supervision.
Earlier studies showed that levels of melatonin in an adult
were about 10 times higher at night than in the day, and that
light and darkness had an effect on the secretions.
This suggested that melatonin helped people develop a natural
rhythm of sleep and wakefulness.
Wurtman said studies have also shown that older people, who
often suffer from insomnia, have far less melatonin in their bodies at night than young people. This suggests the lack of melatonin may lead to sleep difficulties among the old.
"Wouldn't it be lovely if insomnia of the aged is related to the
under availability of melatonin so that tiny doses of the hormone
could be used for the treatment," said Wurtman.
Studies are now underway in which subjects are connected to
a machine that measures brain waves and gives direct proof of
sleep state. Wurtman said the new studies also are using volunteers of both genders and some elderly people.
Additionally, he said, the melatonin Is being given to test subjects in the evening hours.
"We found it is even more effective later in the day than it is
in the middle of the day," Wurtman said.

FALCON HOCKEY REGULAR-SEASON FINALE FRIDAY VS. MICHIGAN!
DON'T MISS THE FREDDIE AND FRIEDA "BEHEADINGS! " PICK UP YOUR TICKET NOW AT MEMORIAL HALL!
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Cloninger leaves BG post ivy school Perm
ranked in nation
Takes position at Utah State
by Marti Leonard DeChant
sports editor

University students who appreciate non-revenue sports such
as swimming, gymnastics and
track owe their thanks, ultimately, to one woman.
Mary Ellen
Cloninger, who
has overseen
non-revenue
sports at BG
for seven
years, is leaving her position
as associate
athletic director for a simiCloninger
lar spot at Utah
State.
It wasn't fame and fortune that
lured Cloninger away from the
Midwest. The Wyoming native
simply wanted a change of scenery - literally.
"I'm kind of a mountain person, so I just wanted to move
back into the area," she said. "I

spent 20 years out West, so it's a
personal interest of mine."
"I kept my eyes open for any
openings there, and it's a good
professional move for me."
Cloninger, who also said she
"enjoys the recreational opportunites" Utah offers, is the new
associate athletic director of internal operations at Utah State.
As the title suggests, her duties
will focus primarily on the inner
workings of the department.
She will be responsible for the
academic aspect of the athletes,
as well as training and equipment
management, compliance issues,
and office management.
As associate AD at the University, Cloninger generally worked
with smaller sports, and in particular women's athletics. One of
her main concerns has been
NCAA Title IX, which deals with
gender equity.

Athletic director Jack Gregory
said his assistant was instrumental in instituting that policy.
"We have a four-person committee that works on it, and she's
one of those people," Gregory
said. "So far we have put in eight
new women's grants, and we're
hoping to hire two new women's
coaches."
Cloninger feels that BG has attacked the problem of equity as
well as any school.
"We realized about two or
three years ago that this was going to be an important issue, and
that we had to plan for it," she
said.
"When Jack (Gregory) and 1
first talked about it, we decided,
'wc need to do it because it's
right.'"
Cloninger has been making all
the right moves since her arrival
at Bowling Green in July 1987.

She is a positive thinlfcr, and, according to her colleagues, is easy
to work with.
Cloninger herself wished to
thank those colleagues for their
help over the years.
"The people here are the
strength of the staff," she said.
"I've been blessed to be a part of
this, and I have a lot of fond
memories of the coaches, students and athletes.
"I feel I've had a good relationship with the coaching
staffs-

Gregory said a national search
will begin to find Cloninger's replacement, but the decision won't
be easy.
"She's great to work with, and
a great person," Gregory said.
"Whenever I had a job or an assignment for her, she did it on
time and to the best of her ability.
"She'll be missed."

by Amy Westfeldt
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - The last time Perm was nationally ranked was
in 1979 when the Quakers were playing in the Final Four against a
Michigan State team led by Magic Johnson.
The Ivy League school made its first appearance in the college basketball rankings in 15 years Monday, taking over the No. 25 spot with
70 points from a national media panel.
Arkansas, Duke and Michigan remained 1-2-3 in the rankings for
the second straight week, followed by Connecticut and North Carolina.
Perm coach Fran Dunphy dismissed suggestions his team has become a legitimate contender. He can't think past Wednesday night's
game against Princeton.
"In all honesty, what people think of us, we don't have a lot of control over," Dunphy said Monday. "All we can do is play the games and
hope you are successful."
"We certainly appreciate (the ranking) and welcome that attention.
But the next charge that we have control over is playing against
Princeton on Wednesday."
Perm (21-2) is undefeated in the league and could clinch the championship and an NCAA tournament berth Wednesday with a win over
Princeton, the only other Ivy League team to be nationally ranked in
the last 15 years.
"We have a number of Division I scholarship athletes here," Dunphy said.

Playoff spot
is on the line
Hockey faces Miami for fifth
by Brian Marl
News sports writer

It's do or die tune for the BG
hockey team.
The Falcons travel to Oxford,
Ohio today to take on the Miami
Redskins in a game that will affect the playoff status of both
teams.
At stake is fifth place in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association, which may not seem
all too important at first glance,
considering the Falcons have
already clinched home-ice advantage for the opening round.
However, the difference between a fifth- or sixth-place finish has serious ramifications in
the CCHA. The playoffs are
structured so that the top team
has the choice of facing either
the last place team or CCHA
affiliate member AlaskaFairbanks.
The option is then presented
to the next highest finisher until a team elects to play UAF. If
none of the top five teams elect
to do so, the sixth-place finisher must host Fairbanks in the
best-of-three opening round.
By obtaining fifth place, BG
will most likely face Ferris
State first. FSU (12-21-1,
11-16-1 CCHA) would appear to
be a considerably easier draw
than UAF (21-11-1) - the nation's highest scoring team.
BG (17-13-2, 15-10-2) owns a
2-1 record against FSU this
season, but are 0-2 against
UAF, which came into town in
December and beat up a depleted Falcon team by a com-

bined score of 14-7.
Fortunately, the Falcons control their own destiny. A win
tonight paired with a win or a
tie next weekend - or a loss or
tie by Miami next weekend will give BG the option of bypassing UAF.
It won't be easy.
Miami (17-13-1, 15-11-1) has
rebounded from a 2-8 start to
become a major contender in
the CCHA. Last week the Redskins swept Michigan -- the nation's top-ranked team - and
now trail BG by only a point in
the standings.
Miami's gameplan revolves
around defense. Aggressive
forechecking and solid goaltending are the keys to a defense that allows only 3.1 goals
per game. Richard Shulmistra
has been a rock between the
pipes for MU since his return
from an injury two weeks ago.
The Redskin goalie ranks in
the top five in both goals
against average and save percentage in league games.
"Shulmistra back in goal
really helps their club down the
stretch," Falcon coach Jerry
York said.
Twice this season BG has
beaten Miami in overtime thrillers. Brian Holzinger's breakaway goal gave the Falcons a
2-1 win at Miami on December
7, and Kelly Perraulfs heroics
sealed a 4-3 win after BG rallied to tie the game in the closing seconds of regulation two
weeks ago.
York expects another close,
low-scoring game.

Ikc BC NCWI/RMI Wclti.tr

Falcon defensemen Todd Reirden (8) fires a slapshot past a
Western Michigan player as Sean Pronger (11) waits for a possl"Miami is certainly stinging
from the two overtime loses.
This is a difficult assignment,
but were going In with our eyes
wide open."
A key matchup in the game
will be the resurgent Falcon
power-play against Miami's

penalty killing unit which is
ranked third in the conference.
"Their penalty killing has
given us some problems in the
past." York said. "It's kind of
an unusual forecheck with a
diamond in the center zone. We
have to try to break that kind of

ble rebound. The Falcons travel to Miami tonight for a game that
will have a major effect on the CCHA playoff picture.
defense in the center zone."
BG may be without leading
scorer Jeff Wells. Wells suffered a concussion in Saturday's win over Kent and did not
practice Monday. He's listed as
questionable for tonight's
game.

■ Tri-captains Wells and
Sean Pronger both recorded
their 100th career points last
weekend.
Wells hit the century mark
with his second assist in Friday's loss to Western Michigan.

Gymnasts not happy Tennis gets two wins
despite home victory
byGarrettWalkui
News sports writer

The women's tennis team,
which is undefeated in dual
kept the team's overall score Martinelli said. "We didn't go all matches this year, went to Kenby Riy DaVtlo
out. There wasn't any pressure tucky last weekend.
down the most.
News sports writer
They faced the University of
Despite the disappointing team and we could have built upon our
Despite defeating Indiana Uni- score the Falcons, 2-4 overall, 0-3 previous performances but we Eastern Kentucky Friday and
Centre College Saturday.
versity, Pa, 181.600-100.20 in a in the Mid-American Conference, didn't."
The ferocious Falcons continKaren Jordan placed first on
non-conference meet Sunday, the dominated the meet and placed
BG gymnastics team gave per- the top six performers in every the uneven bars scoring a 9.1, ued their winning ways as they
second on the floor exercise scor- won both matches. They dropped
haps its most disappointing per- event.
Among the top performers for ing a 9.35, and third on the vault UEK 6-3 Friday, and Centre Colformance of the year.
Coach Charles Simpson feels BG included Erne Cole who scoring a 9.15. Jordan competed > lege 9-0 Saturday.
The trip to the Blue Grass State
that the team's weak effort will placed first on the vault - scor- Sunday despite injuring her hand
hurt the team's chances of earn- ing a 9.425 - and second on both earlier In the week causing her to did not go untainted however.
Friday against UEK, not only did
the bars and beam with scores of miss two practices.
ing a spot in the post season.
Jordan blamed the lackluster they face tough opponents, but
"Our performance probably 9.0 In both events. She also
takes us out of the running for a gained fourth place on the floor performance on midseason mon- j also difficult playing conditions.
Due to the extremely fast tenotony. She said three home meets
spot in regionals. We needed a exercise with a score of 9.2.
Elisa Martinelli also had an in a row and the early Sunday nis courts, several players susscore in the 187.00 range to put
us In contention, needless to say impressive meet, placing first in morning meet drained their tained injuries that will slow
down their practice time this
we are disappointed." he said.
two events. She won the floor competitiveness.
week. The top three singles
exercise, scoring a 9.525, and the
"It's good to get it [the bad per- players are injured, but will be
The biggest areas of dis- beam scoring a 9.25.
m
Martinelli also placed second formance] out of the way," Jor- ready to play next weekend.
appointment were balance beam
The courts were also unusually
and uneven bars - the team had a on the vault (9.4) and fourth on dan said "We have to go harder
with only three weeks until dark which made seeing the cortotal of seven falls In the two the uneven bars (8.65).
ner lines a difficult task.
events. The falls alone were what
"We had higher expectations," MAC'S."

There was, however, an advantage to the fast, dark courts. The
BG players who hit hard serves namely, juniors Karen Micus and
Kassie Hembree - beat their opponents with their serves which
could not be returned.
Against UEK, the Falcons won
four singles matches and two
doubles.
"Even though we dropped
three matches to them, I felt we
played better than in our last
match against Detroit Mercy

"Even though we
dropped three
matches to them, I
felt we played better
than in our last match
against Detroit
Mercy when we won
all nine."

when we won all nine," Hembree
said"(UEK) was tougher, but so
were we"
Saturday, the Falcons plaved
against a laughable Centre College team. They beat Centre 9-0
and only dropped five games the
entire match.
First singles sophmore Patty
Bank lost all five of those games,
but won her match, and the remaining eight matches were won
60,6-0.
"The most interesting thing
that happened Saturday was
when we stopped at The Gap Outlet Store on the way back to
Toledo," junior Erin Bowbeer
said.
Next weekend Team BG travels to Columbus to take on Ohio
State The Buckeyes are not the
toughest team in the Big Ten, but
they will pose as the first threat
to BG's >indef eated streak.

"They are a very good team,
Cassie Hembree and we are certainly the underdogs,"coach Penny Dean said.
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Lewis prepares for bench
The Associated Press
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. -- The trip from
Cleveland Indians bright spot to question
mark has not been an easy one for Mark
Lewis.
Lewis arrived in the big leagues in 1991
and was expected to do great things, but
couldn't unseat shortstop Felix Fermin and
wound up at second base, a position he had
never played.
In 1992, Lewis got the shortstop job but
couldn't hold on to it, and the position
reverts to Felix Fermin. Manager Mike
Hargrove complained that Lewis had "bad
body language."
Last year, Lewis wound up in the minor
leagues and Fermin was the for-sure
shortstop.
This winter, Fermin and Reggie Jeffer-

son were traded to Seattle for shortstop
Omar Vizquel. But Lewis' position with the
team doesn't appear to have changed much
as a result of the trade.
The Indians say they still like Lewis, but
it appears his best shot at making the team
is as a utility infielder -- and to do that, he's
got to get past Tim Jones, who spent last
year with the Cardinals playing short, second and third.
At 24, Lewis' future is in doubt, and
that's meant a change of heart for the
former hot prospect.
"They've pretty much told me the only
open job is as a utility infielder," Lewis
said. "The only thing for me to do is try
and make the team and not worry about it."
Lewis didn't care for his experiment
with second base in the 1991 season.

"It was hard enough trying to make the
big leagues as a rookie," he said, "Having
to learn a new position made it worse."
Still, Lewis says he may have gotten over
much of the learning curve.
"I never played third before, but I think
second is the tougher spot," he said. "I
have to be honest, too. I don't think anyone
is going to play second very much. Not
with Carlos (Baerga) over there."
Hargrove said he thinks Lewis is willing
to play backup for now.
"When I talked to Mark, his only concern
was that we'd forget he was a major-league
shortstop," Hargrove said. "I assured him
that would not be the case. We know he can
play short."
Lewis, a Hamilton, Ohio, native, might
get a shortstop's job if he's traded, but
that's not what he really has in mind.

Reality bites for Harding
by Bob Baum
The Associated Press
PORTLAND, Ore. - Tonya
Harding is coming home from
the Olympics to the warm welcome of her die-hard fans and the
cold reality that she could face
criminal charges in the attack on
Nancy Kerrigan.
As Harding flew from Norway
on Monday after her eighth-place
finish in last week's figure skating competition, her fan club
prepared a big reception for her
at Portland International Airport.
"We're going out with balloons
and banners and roses to just
show her our continued unwavering love, support and belief," fan
club president Elaine Stamm
said.

She said the club plans an appreciation dinner for Harding in
April.
A grand jury in Portland continues to consider whether Harding should be indicted for her
role in the Jan. 6 attack on rival
Nancy Kerrigan. A Portland television station, KGW-TV, reported that Harding's attorneys were
trying to reach a deal with prosecutors.
In response to that report,
Norm Frink, Multnomah County
chief deputy district attorney,
said he has been in almost daily
contact with Harding's attorney,
Bob Weaver, "but I'm not going
to comment on what we're talking about."
Asked if it could be assumed
from the daily talks that the two
sides were trying to cut a deal,

Frink said, "I don't think you
should read that into it at all."
Weaver did not return telephone calls to his office.
Frink was upset with a Newsweek report that quoted an unidentified FBI source as saying
there was plenty of evidence to
charge Harding, but Oregon
prosecutors wanted to wait until
after the Olympics for political
reasons.
"It's obviously a comment by
an unnamed person who doesn't
really know what's going on,"
Frink said. "Other than that, I
don't think I need to dignify it
with any further response."
Harding denies she had any
prior knowledge of the Jan. 6 assault on Kerrigan, who was
struck above the right knee with
a metal police baton prior to the

tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle
Honors Student Association and Honors Program

12th ANNUAL TUITION RAFFLE
Grand Prize: A semester's tuition ($1776.00 Value)
OTHER PRIZES:

deposited in the winner * bursar account
• 3 ($150) Book Scholarships
• 100 Gift Certificates for a Free Large Pizza at Pisanello's

Tickets: $1.00 each, 6 for $5.00, or 15 for $10.00

Any currently enrolled BGSU student ■» eligible!
Tickets available:
Honors Program office (231 Administration Bldg.) from February 21 to March 4
Union Foyer from February 21 - 25
Math/Science Building February 28 - March 4.

DRAWING March 17.1994,12.00pm
at the Falcon * Nest. University Union
Proceed) go to the (.Robert Baihore Scholarship Fund
Sponsored bv- PisaneUo s Pttu, Newlove Realty. First Federal bunk. Mid Am Bank. Un
Book Exchange. Be* Gee Bookstore

WiiED Tilt
DOUGH?
lily Oookjtor*. Student

tuition ratfle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle

U.S. Figure Skating Championships in Detroit. With Kerrigan
knocked out of the competition,
Harding won the championship.
Harding's ex-husband, Jeff
Gillooly, has pleaded guilty to
racketeering for his role in the
attack. He says Harding was in
on the plot and gave the final approval.
The U.S. Figure Skating Association has scheduled a hearing
March 9 in Colorado Springs on
whether Harding's membership
should be revoked for violation
of its code of ethics, A fivemember USFSA panel has found
reasonable cause to believe
Harding was in on the plot or
knew about it.
Harding's attorneys have
asked for an indefinite delay of
the hearing.
Her coach, Diane Rawlinson,
said upon her return from Norway Sunday that Harding hopes
to compete in the world championships March 22-27 in Chiba,
Japan,
FOCUS* FOCUS'FCCUS*

FOCC1S is sponsoring a
bowling party on

Wednesday, March 2
from 7-8:45 p.m. in the
Union games room.
Everyone is welcome to
attend.
•First Year Off-Campus
University Students
FOCUS* FOCUS'FCCUS*

Ojeda to renew
New York glory
The Associated Press
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. - Pitcher Bob Ojeda is starting
fresh with the New York Yankees and will get first chance to
make a good impression.
Yankees manager Buck Showalter said Ojeda would likely
start Saturday's exhibition
opener at Port St. Lucie against
the New York Mets, where he is
best remembered for his 1986
glory days.
Ojeda won 18 games for that
World Series championship
team.
"That's a whole different team
than when I was playing there,
unless John Franco is playing
third. Doc Gooden's pitching and
(team public relations director)

Jay Horwitz is playing shortstop," Ojeda said. "I feel great.
"But there's nothing like when
you start facing another team
and live hitters. I still get nervous even though I've been playing a long time. It's nice to get
that nervousness out of the way.'
Pitching matters again to
Ojeda nearly a year after he was
the lone survivor of the tragic
boating accident that killed
Cleveland Indians teammates
Steve Olin and Tim Crews in
Clermont, Fla., last March 22.
"I'm always worried, 'Is this
the year I dont feel like doing it?'
I don't have that," Ojeda said.
"I'm looking forward to it."
Ojeda is expected to open
against Anthony Young.

SPORTS BRIEFS
SARASOTA, Fla. - The United States' six-year hold on the
Senior Tour's Chrysler Cup ended when the International team
scored a two-stroke victory.
With each eight-man team scoring its five lowest rounds of
each day, the U.S. was led by a final-round 66 by Al Geiberger,
67 by Tom Weiskopf, 68s by Dave Stockton and Jim Colbert and
Mike Hill's 70.
George Archer had a 72, but finished the 54-hole event at
13-under 203 and won the individual title by defeating Simon
Hobday with a birdie on the first playoff hole.
The International team got a 67 from Gary Player, 69s from
Bob Charles and Hobday and 71s from Bruce Devlin and Graham Marsh for a 58-under, 1,022 total.
Each International member collected $25,000. The U.S.
players got $12,500 each, Archer an additional $50,000. The U.S.
now leads the series 7-2.
TENNIS
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. - Fifth-seeded Andre Agassi, playing his
first tournament in nearly five months, defeated Brazil's I .in/.
Mattar 6-4, 6-3 to win the Nuveen Championships and $42,000.
Agassi didn't lose a set for the 20th title of his career.
INDIAN WELLS, Calif. - Top-seeded Steffi Graf routed No. 6
Amanda Coetzer 6-0, 6-4 to win the $400,000 Evert Cup championship.
MEXICO CITY - Thomas Muster of Austria won the Mexican
Open for the second straight year, beating Brazil's Roberto Jabali 6-3,6-1, for $43,000.
ROTTERDAM, Netherlands - Top-seeded Michael Stich of
Germany won the Dutch ABN-AMRO World tennis tournament
and $82,000, beating South African Wayne Ferreira 4-6,6-3,6-0.
AUTO RACING
ROCKINGHAM, N.C. - Rusty Wallace, who switched from
Pontiac to Ford during the winter after 10 wins last season, won
the Good wrench 500 on the 1.017-mile oval.
He led eight times for 346 of 492 laps, including the final 60.
Daytona 500 winner Sterling Marlin finished second for the
10th time in his career, his Chevrolet Lumina trailing Wallace's
Thunderbird by 5.15 seconds.
Rick Mast was the only other driver on the lead lap at the end,
with Mark Martin and Ernie Irvan finishing fourth and fifth.
Dale Earnhardt, running second as late as 478, had to pit to
change a tire on 482 and wound up seventh.
Wallace averaged 125.239 mph and collected $50,385 for his
32nd career victory.
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Madkins is activated;
Battle gone for season
by CUT THIS LINE
The Associated Press

RICHFIELD, Ohio -- The
Cleveland Cavaliers, who keep on
winning but keep on losing starters and key bench players to injury, on Monday activated guard
Gerald Madkins to replace their
latest casualty, John Battle.
The Cavaliers have won six
straight games. But the injuryplagued team lost starters Brad

Daugherty and Larry Nance last
Wednesday to a back sprain and
strained tendon, respectively,
and on Saturday lost Madkins to a
dislocated left elbow and a mild
sprain of his left wrist.
Battle is expected to miss six to
eight weeks - essentially the rest
of the regular season - the Cavaliers said Monday.
Madkins, a rookie, has missed
46 games with a chip fracture in
his right wrist. In 23 minutes

over four games this season, he is
l-for-3 from the field and 2-for-2
from the free throw line with one
rebound and four assists.
He was expected in uniform
for Monday night's game at Chicago.
Daugherty's back is improving, the Cavaliers said Monday.
He will miss the Chicago game
and a game at Boston on
Wednesday. After that, his condition will be evaluated day-to-day.

BG will win the tourney
The magical moment came on
Jan. 5 when the men's basketball team pulled off a feat it
hadn't achieved since head coach
Jim Larranaga's first season - it
won a Mid-American Conference
season opener.
Last Wednesday against Central Michigan, it achieved another feat that hadn't been done
since that 1986-87 season - it won
10 MAC games - and on Saturday
they raised that mark to 11 putting them alone in second place.
It has truly been a season of
outstanding marks by a team that
was picked to finish just seventh
by the MAC News Media Association. It has definitely been a
season that Bowling Green fans
have long awaited as BG has had
much frustration under the tutelage of Larranaga
But as is always the case, a
winning season goes a long way
to a memory lapse and the problems of the past seem like a distant memory as this Falcon squad
has given the program a boost
that goes way beyond just winning.
The Falcons have had to cross
insurmountable mountains on
their way to success - feats that
would have easily been accomplished by teams with great
depth and years of experience.
But the Falcons were starting
off with big question marks, as
several key positions were unfil-

led and BG was sporting a roster
with just two seniors. For all intents and purposes, the seventhplace selection was justified.
To make matters worse, BG
lost its team captain and star
center halfway through the

Lubbert
season. Eminent doom was on the
horizon for the Falcons, or perhaps it was the only route for this
team to take.
What better way to prove that
they are really a MAC contender
than to face each and every problem presented to them and still
have the mental toughness to
come out on top?
Perhaps the best example of
the mental toughness and aggressive play that has carried BG
through the season came during
the Falcons' 79-64 victory over
the Chippewas.
Sophomore forward Shane

Komives went down in the first
half after he collided with a
Chippewa defender. After limping off the court he returned in
the second half to score nine
points.
But the true show of the team's
toughness was when Komives
had missed two three-pointers on
consecutive possessions allowing
CMU to move within 10. But on
the very next posesslon, freshman guard Jay Larranaga went
right to Komives who nailed a
three-pointer.
There was never any question
of whether he would make it.
This team knows itself and the
limitations and strengths of each
member. Larranaga knew Komives would hit that three, just
as he knew they would win if only
they believed in themselves.
"[Komives'] mental and physical toughness is really what this
team is all about," Larranaga
said. "For him to come back and
play the second half the way he
did is really an inspiration to me
and the other members of the
team."
It's the inspiration that breeds
winners. It's the inspiration that
will carry the Falcons to the MAC
Tournament in Columbus and finally give Bowling Green and
Jim Larranaga a MAC crown.

Magic make a move
by Fred Goodall
The Associated Press

ORLANDO, Fla. -- Take it
from Nick Anderson. It's never
felt better to be playing for the
Orlando Magic.
A franchise-record seven
consecutive victories has
pushed Shaquille O'Neal & Co.
13 games over .500 for the first
time in club history, not to
mention rekindled hopes of
catching the first-place New
York Knicks in the Atlantic Division.
Sunday's 114-103 victory
over the Charlotte Hornets,
combined with the Knicks'
92-78 loss to the Phoenix Suns,
left the Magic trailing New
York by two games.
"It's good for the team," Anderson said. "I was the first
(college player) drafted to this
team. So I feel more satisfied, I
think, than anyone else."
After playing six of its last
seven games at home, Orlando
(33-20) begins a key four-game
road trip Tuesday night at
Houston, which has the secondbest record in the Western
Conference.
"We've had a schedule that's
been conducive for us playing
well," said reserve guard Scott
Sidles, who also joined the Magic in its first season. "Now
we're going to see what we're
made of."
The beauty of the surge,
coach Brian Hill insisted, is his
APPkou
young team has barely begun
to scratch the surface of its po- WATCH OUT: Shaquille O'Neal makes the easy two against
Charlotte. O'Neal has led the Magic to a 7-game winning streak.
tential. .
The team's stars, O'Neal and
appointing seasons, and power
bounds during the winning
rookie Anfernee Hardaway,
forward Anthony Avent has
streak, including a modest
been with the club for just six
are only 21 years old. And, An21 point, 11-rebound performweeks.
derson is just beginning to feel
ance against the Hornets.
comfortable at shooting guard
The one constant has been
after starting the season at O'Neal, who leads the NBA In
"He doesn't need to have a
small forward; streak-shooter field-goal percentage (.611)
monster game every night,"
Dennis Scott's game is improv- and scoring (28.7). He's aversaid Charlotte's Frank Brick
ing after three mostly dis- aged 31.2 points and IS re
owski.
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Glen Lubbert is managing editor for TTie News.

SHAMROCK
SHAKES

99$
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

NO
BLARNEY.
Shamrock Shakes ® are cool, creamy, minty,
and delicious. They're also green.
We only serve them up once a year, for a
limited time, at participating McDonald's.®
So come celebrate the Irish in you with
the Irish in us now.

NEW FOR FALL 1994
2 New Buildings At
Campbell Hill Apts.
All 3 Bedrooms Furnished
Give Us A Call For Details!!
GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
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Public Relations:
Publications:
Publicity:
Spotlight Ent:
Travel: 111 BA
Adminisirabve
Campus Films
Contemp. Issues
Games
Homecoming
Mini Courses
Performing Arts

Tuesdays 9:00
Thursdays 6:00
Wednesdays 5:00
Thursdays 8:00
Tuesdays 9:15
Thursdays 8:00
Monday 9:00
Thursdays 8:30
Mondays 8:00
Wed.- 9th & 30lh - 7:00
Tuesdays 6:30
Tuesdays 9:00

as® %*
Monies In March:

U

m :

.: £$m

352-0717

Classics;

&Mtf
m
y

3rd- Glen or Glenda
lBth-Scor/ace
31st- Animal Crackers

4s3cS> In The Line Of Fir*
ll&12th- SUtfUss in Seattle

McDonalds's® 1470 East Wooster

UAO March Events
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info

I

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
$8 00 BURSAR M 00
UAOSPR1NG BREAK T-SHIRTS
UNION FOYE R 10AM 4PM
MARCH3A4
THURS 4 FRIDAY
IH 00 BURSAR St. 00

LOWONCASH7
Win a semester's tuition in the HSA Tuition
Rarfle. Buy tickets in the Union loyer this week
fof $1 each or 6 lor $5

BURSAR GOT YOU DOWN?
Win a semester's tuition m the HSA Tuition
Raffle. Buy tickets in the Union foyer this week
lar tl each or 6 for $5

NON TRADITIONAL

Campus Expressions
Racism in our society is in crisis
proportions and must be addressed.
This week, March 3, at Campus Expressions
come express your feelings, fears and
solutions to racism Come and help society
reduce racism to the point of exgnclion
through knowledge This Thursday from 9 PM
until Midnight in the Bowl N' Greenery

STUDENT

ASSOCIA

now

-MeetingMARCH 2ND
11 30 AM
Commuter Center
Moseley Had

■ 'NEVER AGAIN-•
Responsible Decisions atxxji
Drinking and Driving

Enjoy Relax Socialize Relax Enjoy

Meeting (omghil

9 pmin 105 BA
New members welcome)
"NEVER AGAIN"
* Attention Journalists'
Leam about Database Reporting
from Pulitzer Prize winning reporter
Sieve Dog from the Warm Herald
Wednesday. March 2 -• 9 pm 310 West Hall
'ATTENTION ARTISTS! *
PRAIRC MARGINS
Needs your ARTI
DEADLINE Fn.Mar 4
Bring Entries To: 202 C Univ. Hall
Pi Call. Jeff @ 353-3428
or liana @ 372 5913
• ATTENTION O SEA. MEMBERS •

UAO Director Apps Due Tomorrowl
Directors are undergraduate students who
chair the 14 committees m UAO. They are m
charge of planning programs, sales and trips
as well as other events and sen/ices for the entire campus Positions include publicity and
public relations. You can gam valuable experience in your major Pick up an application in
330 Union today, they are due back tomorrow'
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 lor details
USG SENATORIAL CANDIDATES FORUM
Wednesday, March 2nd
730p.m.H4BA.
Hear the candidates for USG Senate
(including some wnte m candidates)
speak and answer your questions Sponsored
by Students for Democratic Leadership and
KrC'Schof Quad Government

Tonight is our general meeting, at 9 pm. lIS
Ed. B>dg. Our guest speaker is Pam Allen, from
Job Placemeni on the topic of Resumes. Inter■
views ft Job Search Hope to see you there1
■ USG ' USG ' USG *
STUDENTS FOR STUDENTS COALITION
MEETING
WHO?You and anyone you Know interested in
our Campus and ways to improve it
WHERE? The Oh* Suite. 3rd floor of the
Union
WHEN? Thursday. March 3.1994 at 9:00 p.m.

LOST*FOUND
FOUND
Ring found in West Hall women's roslroom.
2nd floor. Tues . Feb. 22. tale afternoon. Slop
in 204 Wesi Hall IP identity

SERVICES OFFERED

* USG "USG* USG*
ARE YOU STRESSED? ARE YOU WONDER
ING HOW YOU'RE GOING TO MAKE IT TO
SPRING BREAK? We can help The Office of
Student Activities ft Orientation & the SOLD
Organization are sponsoring a workshop dealing with "Stress ft Strategies m Coping" to be
offered on Wednesday. March 2 at 7 00 pm m
the Alumni Room of the University Union Dr.
Roman Carek. Director of the Counseling
Center, will be the guest speaker For reservations. please contact the Office of Student Aclivities ai 372 2843
Attention all WBGU-FM DJ's
There is a mandatory staff meeting on Tuesday. March 1 at 9 pm in 121 West Hall We
have IOIS to discuss, so be therei

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE s CONFIDENTIAL preg
nancy tests, support & information BG Pregnancy Center. Can 354-HOPE
Royal Cleaning for your home cleaning
needs. Thorough, reliable, experienced and in•unsd. EtBmasetgiwn. 353-2006.

Call Vicki 352 3356
Word Processing . Term Papers Thesis. Resumes. Dissertations on laser Pnnter Call
352-670519 IP 81

PERSONALS

Deaf Culture and Issues m Deaf Education
Panel Discussion Sponsored by
Friends of the Deaf. SCEC and Delta Zeta
Wed .March2nd.8pm.095Overman

• 1 Awesome Spring Break! Best Trips &
Prices' Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days S279I
Includes 12 Meals & 6 Free Parties' Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days *n 9' Cancun
& Jamaica With Air From Columbus 6 Days
From $4691 Daytona $1491 Key West S249I
Cocoa Beach tl 59M 800*78 6366
#1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruisel 6 Days $279' Trip Includes Cruise A
Room. 12 Meals a 6 Free Parlies' Hurry' This
Will Sell Ouli 1 800 678 6386

Everyone Welcomel
Defend your rights
ACLU
BA 106, Wednesday @ 9 00 pm
FREE TUITION!!!!!!
Win $1776 m the Tuition Raffle Get your tickets in the Unon foyer th-s week for $1 each or 6
tickets for %S
HEAR'
Trie Poets and Wnters of the Spring 1994
issue of PRAIRIE MARGINS read their worki
Come to Prout Chapel on Tues Mar.Sfn
7 30 - 9 30 pm
LAGAPHONELINE
Answers to your questions
about the homosexual'bisexual community
call 352-LAGA
7-10PMMWF

•1 Awesome Spring Break' Panama City' 8
Days Oceanwew Room With Kitchen $1191
Walk To Best Bars1 Includes Free Discount
Card • Save *50 On Cover Chargesl
1.800-6784386
Anyone can join a fraternity, not
everyone can build one. Open Rush
Tuesday. March 1st 9 00 PM
PI KAPPA PHI

WITH THIS

COUPON
EXP. 3/7/94

Additional nema Or
Chicago Style - 75« Eltra

I Noon Frl
Sat. &
Sun.

_Pisnf>ollo'S

-\

$4

65
—

i
i
I

Call 352-5I6G FOP Free Delivery |

I
l^ZZO
MUM St, Bowing Green
I
Xi-. — ■ BGs Most Award - Winning Pizza! ■ — mJ

••**••••*•**•*•••••*

*

DIRECTOR APPLICATIONS

•
•
•
•

Pick up and return to
330 Union
call 2-7164 or 2-2343

•

DZ ' Julie Gumban' DZ
Congratulations on being selected Assistant
Marketing Director for Rush
We are proud of youl'

Hey Tom I
I won a Resume Expert Plus at one ol yeslerdays Career Planning and Placement's Onentalion meeDngs 'or Juniors Where were you?
Sue
INTRAMURAL OFFICIAL NEEDED: VOL
LE YBALL MANDATORY CLINIC - MARCH 1.
6 9 PM SOCCEROFFICIALS • MANOATORY
CLINIC MARCH 9. 7-10 PM APPLY IN THE

iMof i

ICI

. ooi if i Diiousr

INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S*
COED VOLLEYBALL • Mar 1; WOMEN'S
SNGLS 8 DBLS RACOUETBALL - Mar 8;
MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S INDOOR SOCCER ■ Mar
9. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 PM ON DUE
DATE IN l30FiriDHOUSF
KAPPA DELTA
Congratulations to our
S sic of the Week
Carrie Massuco
KAPPA DELTA

KD STEPHEN RUPPRECHT KD
Congratulations on the MIFCA Conference'
You did a wonderful job'
You always do so much.
yot you ask for soiittlei
We are proud of you'
Love from the Kappa Deltas
KD STEPHEN RUPPRECHT KO

*

•

•
•
•
•

DUE THURSDAY!
•••••••••••••>Y******

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS
WV Whitewater Inc Box 30
Fnyelleville.WV 25840 1 800-WVW RAFT.
Sue.
Way to go' I'm going to win TODAY. The meet
ings are at 3:30. 530. 8 7 30 pm in the
Union's Community Suite, right? Wish me luck'
Tom
SUMMER JOBS FOR ALL MAJORS
Don'l wait to the last minute Begin
Part-time NOW. Earn while you Learn
Business Techniques and improve your
Marketable skills $300Aveek Scholarships
available Call Tues only for appointment

352-8208

THE BEST
SPRING BREAK DEAL IN B.Q.I
ABSOLUTELY NO HIDDEN COSTS!
Panama CHy Beach, $139 that's all you
P»Y
Daytona Beach, $99 that's all you pay
7 nighta/8 days, ell rooms Ocean Front
Call Scott or Luke 354-1826

The Indoorphlns are back
at Junction Bar & Grill on
Wed March2 I9and over welcome.

To the KD Banner CommNtee:
Thank you for all your help
to gel the banners done
I cant thank you enough.
Thanks to:
Mchelie Buschur
Rosanna Clark
Holly Hale
LoveinA'O'T.
Jenniler Matthews
UAO Director Apps Due Tomorrowl
Directors are undergraduate students who
chair the 14 committees m UAO. They are in
charge of planning programs, sales and trips
as well as other events and services lor the
campus. Positions include publicity and public
relations. You can gam valuable eipenence in
your major. Pick up an application m 330 Union
today, they are due back tomorrow' Call
2-7164 or 22343 lor details
USG • USG • USG
USG Presidential Candidate Debate
in Question and Answer Formal
Where: 121 West Hall
When: Thurs , March3. l994M8p.ni.
Moderated by current USG Pros. Jason
Jackson
USG - USG • USG

LAW SOCIETY

250

COUNSELORS & INSTRUCTORS
needed)
Private, coed summer campm Pocono Mtns..
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Box 234BG,
Kenihvonh. NJ 07033 (908) 276 0996

AA ALASKA SUMMER LMPLOYMENT JOIN
THE GOLD RUSH TO ALASKA'S FISHERIES
INDUSTRY! EARN $5.000vMO IN CANNER
IES, PROCESSORS. ETC MALE OR FEMALE. NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN PROVI&
EDI GUARANTEED SUCCESS* (919)
929-4398 EXT.A78.
Accepting applications 'or assistant line cook.
S-dose. Fridays & Saturdays Eipenence pre
ler-ed. Apply in person at Kaufman's Downto*^
Accounting person tor small design firm Musi
be experienced and able to work on MAC Flexible, part-time. Call 1 878 5573
Camp Y-Noah - YMCA camp near Akron is
looking for counselors, waterfront staff, A specialty staff lor summer <M Call Tina at
353-7815 tor further mfo. or stop & see us at
the Summer Job Fair on Tuesday. March 1
COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS needed! 100
positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mis.
PA. Good salary/lips! (908) 689-3339.
COUNSELORS
CAMP WAYNE.
brother/sister camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania 6/23-8/2l'94 HAVE THE MOST
MEMORABLE SUMMER OF YOUR MFT"
GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH IN
PERSONAL. PROFESSIONAL AND PAR
ENTING SKILLS. Counselors needed lor
Tenms. Swim, (W S Ipre'errod) Watersknng.
Sailing. Basketball. Softball, Volleyball. Soccer. Self-Defense. Gymnastics,
Dance/Cheerleading. Aerobics,
NaturerCampmg. Ropes. Piano, Guitar. Calligraphy. Jewelry. 8atik, Sculpture. Ceramics,
Drawing. Painting. Silkscreen. Photography.
Videography. Drama. Other staff: Group
Leaders, General, Nurses. Driver/Video or
Photo (21*) Many other positions. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS. Thursday. March 10th.
For more information, call 1-800- 756-CAMP or
516889-3217 or write 12 Allevard St, L-dO
Beach. NY 11561.
Counselors Wanted Trim down-fitness, co-ed.
NYScamp. 100 positions sports, crafts, many
others Camp Shane, Ferndale NY. 12734
(914)292-4045.
CRUISE LINE E ntry level on board
positions avail. summer or year round.
great benefits, free travel (813)229-5476.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes ai home. All materials provided Send SASE to PO Box 395.
Qiathe.KS 60051
Help Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors.
Waterlront Director, Horseback Insiructors/DirectOf, Outpost Director YMCA Camp
WiHson, Bellefoniame. OH 1-800-423-0427
IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 hours/week, flexible schedule.
$9 starting pay No experience necessary
Apply soon. Call 259-1117

WANTED

Regular Business Mtg

LIABILITY EDUCATION WORKSHOP
MARCH 3
BALLROOM 9PM
"KNOW YOUR RIGHTS FOR A OUT
ROLE PLAYING BY CD PLAYERS
GUEST SPEAKERS

NEED THE DOUGH?
Win $1776 in the Tuition Raffle. Get your tickets in the Union foyer this week for $1 each or 6
'or $5
PI KAPPA PHI
Anyone can join a fraternity, not
everyone can build one. Open Rush
Tuesday.March 1SI900PM

1-3 sublessors needed for
summer. 3 bdrm Apt. on
Mam Si CaJI 354-0123
or 363-1138
Roommate wanted - Room in two bedroom
apt available Feb. 19 %200/nto . $200 depos
it Call Dan at 354-0122.
Subteaser needed lor
142 Buttonwood Apt. A
Starting Now
Drop by anytime or it
not borne, contact Newtove
on South Mam
Up to 4 subleases SUMME R ONLY
Rent$ii6/monih.
Call 353-6515
Wanted ASAP: Female Roommate - have own
bedrooml $i50a month plus utilities Available
immediately!! Call 354-0037. Spm-11 pm.

$750/wk. Alaska fishenes this summer. Maritime Seinces 1 208-660-0219.

Management Inc.
Eff Apartment, 215 E. Poe Rd.,
starts at $205 210/mo include!

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make up to $2,000 $4,000 plus/mo teaching
basic conversational English abroad. Japan.
Taiwan, and S. Korea Many employers provide room ft board and other benefits No
teaching background or Asian languages required. For more information call. (206)
632 1146 ext J5544.
Loan Systems Specialist
Mid Am Information Services. Inc., is currently
looking for a full time Loan Systems Specialist.
Responsibilities mdude the installation, opera
lion, programming, and maintenance of all department operating systems • ITI, FTI. Jet
Form. File Express. PC File and FoxPro Knowledge ol WordPerfect LOTUS. PC File. FoxPro
and loan documents is needed. Apply in person at 1851 N Research Dr.. Bowling Green
(1-75 to exit i8i)

FOR SALE
DJ quality speakers. $300 o.b.o.
Call Trevor at 354-6190
Fischer SC4 180 cm skis, Salomon 447 bindings. Nordica size 10 1/2 boots, poles • $110
obo 352-6916
MAC SE 25/20 w/kybd ft padded case.
ImageWnter II ft stand. 2400/9600 lax modem
$650 Obo. 352 6916
Pagers $99 95 complete w/ activation.
3 months air time, ft local phone number.
Bee Gee Rental ft Sales 352-4646.
Woman's Gucci Watch
For Sale lor $200. paid $325
Call 353 6028

FOR RENT
1 bedroom apartment 316 1/2 Ridge. 12
month lease starting in August Tenant pays all
utilities except gas Gas heat $300/mo Call
3542854 (days) ft 352-2330 (evemngs)
3 bedroom apartment.
Available immediately.
354 8800 * Wo do allow pels
353 0325 Carty Rentals
211 E. Roed tor 5 or 6 students
321 E. Merry -6 bedrooms, new
311 & 316 E. Merry - 2 bedroom apts
Single rooms lor males
Close to campus, fully furnished.
still available for 94/95.
530 ManvtUo Small. 38R house. $400 plus utilities 12 month lease only, starting 5/14/94
Can Steve Smith at 352-8917.
606 1/2 E Wooster and 2 bedroom apartments no more than 2 blocks Irom campus. Avatl. spring and fall DftG Rentals 287-3233.
FOR RENT
1 ft 2 bedroom apts, furn/unfurn Available lor
summer. 9 mo. leases. Campus shuttle, heat
induded WINTHROPTERRACE 352 9135

AVAILABLE MAY
i bdrm. fum. * 319 1/2 Ridge St
Call 352 9392. John Frobose

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800- THIRD ST.
Now renting tor 1994 95
(I2nvsch year) and sum "94
Fully furnished 1 BR ft 2 BR Units
Excellent location Reasonable rates
Call 352 4966 or stop by
the building. »10

Houses • i ft 2 bedroom apartments
9 month - summer - year leases

352-7454
MT VERNONAPTS
802 SIXTH ST
currently renting lor 1994-95
spacious, fully furnished 2 bed<com
AC. diswashers. washer/dryer.
1 i/2 baths
Call 354-0401 or stop by Apt 2

National Park Summer Jobs
- Over 25.000 openings!
(including hotel stall, tour guides, etc )
Benefits ft bonuses'
Apply now for best positions.
Call: 1-206 545 4804 ext. N5544.
ft GOVERNMENT AGENCY
JOBS"
IN LORAIN COUNTY SUMMER 1994

10 week paid full-time summer internships
available at I cam County Government and
Nonprofit agencies. Salary Range:
$250 $300 week
JOBS OPEN TO:
* Juniors, Seniors, and recent grads of fouryear colleges.
' Second-year LCCC students (minimum 45
credit hours).
* All applicants must have primary residence m
Lorain County
CALL:
Ltn Matus. Project Director
Lorain County Community College
1 800 995 5222 Ext 7639
HURRYI
APPLICATION DEADLINE
1994

Management Inc.
2 bdrms., 642 S. ColUae, #1 has
been recently remodeled, small pel
o. k. Available after July 15, 1994
$475/ 12 mo. lease

IS MARCH

Nice 2 bdrm apt w/ walk-in closet, 1 1/2
baffis, dishwasher. $4i0/mo. plus electric
Available now. Call 352-7137 after 3 pm

Now leasing
t-2-3 bedroom apartments ft houses
354 8800 ' Wedo allow pets.

NOW LEASING
For Summer - Fall
1 bdrm. fum. Grads 601 3rd St
2 bdrm. furn. 704 5th Si.
2 bdrm. unfurn 710 7th St.
Dennis or Kay Marten
352-3445

allutils
15.

Now hmng floor walkers for Uptown Downtown
Inc Must apply in person in Downtown between 9-10 pm Monday thru Fnday.
Now hiring experienced barmaids and bartenders lor MT Muggs. Apply ai Quarters Party
Store between the hours ol 9 AM to t PM

One bedroom apaiment 128 S. Summit for
Summer 94 and 94-95 school year.
1-267-3341.
SUBLEASERS NEEDEDFOR APARTMENT
May thru August 2 blocks from Campus
FURNISHED. CENTRAL AIR. Call 354-8522

Pan time Waitresses and Bartenders
Apply at LaRoe's. Grand Rapids

Management Inc.

NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE

Traditional Coed Summer Camp
CatsKii Mountains New York
Hiring all positions. 1 800-782-5319

NONPROfIT

HELP WANTED

CLEVELAND YACHT
CLUB
Restaurant servers,
bussers. bartenders
Start Date: May 15
Exclusive Yacht Club
In Rocky River Ohio
Provide Great summer
package.
Personal interview...
Wednesday-Sunday,
2-4 pm
200 Yacht Club Drive
Rocky River. OH
44116

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPS Student Sprinkler Services now
has paid summer intern positions available
throughout Ml. IN. OH Call Steve immed.
1-600-265-7691.

FOR RENT FALL
4 bdrm fum.' 402S. College
3bdrm lurn * 831 ft 835 Fifth

Tuesday. March 1st
9 00 pm in Room 100 BA

LIMITED DAY
Mktg., Business. CS/MIS. Fashion Merch .
Mgmt, Acc'i. Finance maiors Interested in
Summer or Fa! internships with The Lirmted's
Columbus corporate offices? $8 50-9 SOrhr
ATTEND THE LIMITED DAY
Wed.. March 9, N E Commons. 10 3 00pm
Questions? Contact Co-op Program 2-2451.
238 Admin Bjdfl

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERSIMParryi
Panama City SI 29. Daytona $169,
Key West $279. Bahamas $389.
Jamaica/Cancun $469. Padre $279
Quality Acommodaftons.FfM Dr,nh Parties'
Endlese Summer 1-800-234-7007.

— — - COUPON
| MEDIUM - 1 ITEM
PIZZA
I Open
4 pm

DZ'DELTA ZETA-DZ
Congratulations to the following...
Sister-ollhe Week VANESSA SAMPLES
Officers ol the Week JEN SMITH
HEATHER GRUBOLA
Keep up the good work!

KAPPA DELTA SORORITY
JAIL-N-BAIL IS COMING!'!
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY
JAIL-NBAIL S COMING"!
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY

Will Prepare Simple Tax
low Rates

CD'S CD'S CDS CDS
BGSU. COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Meeting TONIGHT
9 15 pm 202 Education

CHANGE YOUR LIFEI
PI KAPPA PHI. Open Rush tonight at 9 pm
Come join us for free pina and ice cream

SPRING BREAK IS AROUND THE CORNER.
BUT THE T-SHIRTS ARE HEREI CHECK
THEM OUT IN UNION FOYER 3/3 THURSDAY & FROAY 3/4 10 AM - 4 PM
$8 00 BURSARABLE $8.00
SPONSORED BY UAO

Part-time telemarketing position. 8-10
hours/week. Good communication skills required. Please call 877-5326

(419)353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045 N.
Main St. for a complete list of apts. we
Save availoble.

OUR OFFICE POLICY
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IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE.WE
WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS
PAYMENT IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY
YOUR DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE
ARE WILLING TO ASSUME THEM.
THIS MEANS
TREATMENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF
YOUR POCKET.
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AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC

1072 N. MAIN

KpMftK
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354-6166
Dr. R. Beliveau, D.C. •

DR. L. FOSTER, D.C.

Conlirtentjal Health Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N. Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1-800-589-6005 .

AMIMIMINT FAMOUS SOftT
SANDUSKY, OHKJ
Want a summer pob that* more than money and
work enponenop? Want a Rib where you can make
friend, and enjoy free time tun>
Cedar Pcwvf. 3.900 ,ob. have what you're
looking for good pay, the chant* for a substantial
bonus, houung available (for 18 and older).
valuable work eipenence. a recreation program and
an entire amusement park and beach to entoy
when you're oH duty
Stop by and talc to u. about the opportunities
Bowling Green State University
•Job FairTuesday. March 1
10:00 AM-4:00 PM
Union - Ballroom
You ttonl HM4 twi appointment If ioti have
qwettlom. pl«n ita HI a call at <«1f) <U7-2243.

Join Us At The Job Fair

